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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention particularly relates to a
radiator that is sealed by resin, among radiators each
cooling a heater element for use in various devices in-
cluding a power converter, and a method of manufactur-
ing the radiator.

Background Art

[0002] Up to now, as a radiator that cools the heater
element, heat sinks have been generally widely used.
The heat sinks are roughly classified into one heat sink
in which radiation fins and a radiation fin support base
are integrated together by die cast molding or extrusion
molding, and another heat sink in which the radiation fins
and the radiation fin support base are individualized and
combined together. In the latter, by the radiation fins and
the radiation fin support base being individualized, a re-
striction of strength of a die necessary for the extrusion
molding or the die cast molding can be relaxed, and there-
fore, a fin pitch between the adjacent radiation fins can
be narrowed or a radiation fin length can be lengthened.
Accordingly, as compared with the former, the latter is
effective in reducing costs attributable to a reduction in
an installation area of a semiconductor device or a re-
duction in a size of the heater element.
[0003] Also, there is a swaging method as a method
of fitting the radiation fins with the radiation fin support
base in a configuration where the radiation fins and the
radiation fin support base are individualized and com-
bined together. As this method, for example, Patent Lit-
erature 1 discloses a radiator in which plural grooves are
formed in parallel to a plane of the radiation fin support
base in advance, side edges of the radiation fins are fixed
with the grooves from above, and a tip of a swaging tool
is pushed against plural different grooves each formed
between the plural adjacent grooves to forcedly narrow
the grooves fixed with the side edges of the radiation fins.
[0004] Also, Patent Literature 2 discloses a technique
by which the grooves of the radiation fin support base
are formed into a taper shape so as to expand from open-
ings of the grooves toward bottoms thereof, and both
sides of each groove bottom are rounded. Accordingly,
when the radiation fins are swaged in the grooves, the
radiation fins are deformed into an expanded taper shape
along the groove shape, and pressed and fixed into the
grooves. Patent Literature 3 discloses a heat sink in
which radiating fins are provided with a conducting sur-
face, with which the fins are attached to a base plate in
contact with an integrated circuit. One example of fixing
the radiation fins to the base plate includes the insertion
of protrusions formed on the base plate into holes in the
conducting surface of the radiation fins and the subse-
quent swaging of the heads of the protrusions. Patent
Literature 4 relates to a radiator for a semiconductor de-

vice in which radiating fins are inserted in grooves that
are continuously formed on the base plate. The fixation
of the radiation fins is achieves by cutting and subse-
quently tilting continuous protrusions that are formed in
the grooves. Patent Literatures 5 to 9 relate to heat sinks
in which a plurality of radiation fins is inserted into corre-
sponding continuous grooves that are provided on the
base plate. With the help of a subsequent processing
step performed on the base plate material between the
radiation fins, the radiation fins can be fixed to the base
plate.

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0005]

Patent Literature 1: JP-A-2001-102786 (page 3, FIG.
8)
Patent Literature 2: JP-A-2002-299864 (page 4,
FIGS. 1 and 6)
Patent Literature 3: US 2007/029068 A1
Patent Literature 4: WO 2008/123488 A1
Patent Literature 5: US 2002/070005 A1
Patent Literature 6: WO 02/41677 A2
Patent Literature 7: JP 6-315731 A
Patent Literature 8: JP 7-161882 A
Patent Literature 9: JP 57-209729 A

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0006] However, in the technique disclosed in the
above-mentioned Patent Literature 1, because the bot-
toms of the grooves of the radiation fin support base are
deformed in a widening direction along a press blade,
the radiation fin easily contacts the groove opening, but
hardly contacts the groove bottom. As a result, because
gaps are liable to be generated between the radiation
fins and the grooves, there arises a problem that a ther-
mal resistance between the radiation fins and the radia-
tion fin support base becomes large, and a radiation ef-
fect is deteriorated.
[0007] Further, in order to fix one radiation fin with the
radiation fin support base, the swaging tool needs to
broaden two types of grooves, that is, the groove for the
radiation fin and the groove for the swaging tool. There-
fore, a weight of the swaging tool becomes large. As a
result, in order to increase the press weight, a press ma-
chine whose frame and motor are large is required. This
causes such problems that equipment for swaging the
radiation fins in the radiation fin support base becomes
large in size, and its facility costs also become high.
[0008] Also, in the technique of the above-mentioned
Patent Literature 2, there is a need to form the grooves
of the radiation fin support base into the taper shape so
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as to expand from the openings toward the bottoms, and
round both sides of each groove bottom. Also, when the
radiation fins are swaged in the grooves, the shape of
the radiation fin is changed by merely pressing a press
blade (press blade) into the radiation fins and using the
shape of the grooves. Accordingly, there arise a problem
that it is difficult to manage the precision of the pressure
by which the radiation fins are pressed for securing the
high degree of adhesion of the radiation fins and the
grooves, the error of the pressure causes the larger ther-
mal resistance, and the radiation effect is deteriorated.
[0009] The present invention has been made in view
of the above problems, and aims to provide a radiator in
which side gaps between surfaces of radiation fins and
a radiation fin support base are eliminated to enlarge
contact areas therebetween whereby a thermal resist-
ance between the radiation fins and the radiation fin sup-
port base can be reduced to enhance a radiation effect,
and a press weight when the radiation fins are swaged
in the radiation fin support base can be reduced, and a
method of manufacturing the radiator.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0010] According to an aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a radiator including the features of claim
1 and a method for manufacturing a radiator according
to claim 2.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0011] As described above, according to the radiator
and the method of mounting the radiator of the present
invention, the projections are tilted toward the radiation
fin side, and pushes one side surface of the radiation fin.
According to this configuration, the other side surface of
the radiation fin is pushed toward a side surface of the
fin groove so as to eliminate the gap between the side
surface of the radiation fin and the fin groove. As a result,
because a contact area of the radiation fin and the radi-
ation fin support base is reduced, a thermal resistance
between the radiation fin and the radiation fin support
base is reduced, thereby enhancing the radiation effect.
[0012] Further, according to the fin groove and the pro-
jection each divided in a plurality of pieces in a longitu-
dinal direction of the fin groove, and each of the divided
fin grooves and each of the divided projections having a
same length in the longitudinal direction of the fin groove
and being paired with each other, the respective expan-
sion and contraction amounts of the fin groove and the
projection can be reduced even in an environment where
the ambient temperature is extremely low. Also, large
contact areas of the contact surface of the radiation fin
and the side surface of the fin groove and the contact
surface of the radiation fin and the top of the projection
can be ensured.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a top view illustrating a semiconductor de-
vice using a radiator according to the present inven-
tion.
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
A-A in FIG. 1 in the semiconductor device using a
radiator according to the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a front view illustrating a radiator according
to a first embodiment not part of the present inven-
tion.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view illustrating a radiation
fin support base, fin grooves, and first projections
according to the first embodiment not part of the
present invention.
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
B-B of FIG. 3(a) according to the first embodiment
not part of the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
C-C of FIG. 3(a) according to the first embodiment
not part of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a process of tilting
first projections by using a press blade according to
the first embodiment not part of the present inven-
tion.
FIG. 8 is a front view illustrating a radiator according
to a second embodiment not part of the present in-
vention.
FIG. 9 is a perspective view illustrating second pro-
jections according to the second embodiment not
part of the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
B-B of FIG. 8(a) according to the second embodi-
ment not part of the present invention.
FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
C-C of FIG. 8(a) according to the second embodi-
ment not part of the present invention.
FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating a process of widening
a biforked tip of each second projection by using the
press blade according to the second embodiment
not part of the present invention.
FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
B-B of FIG. 3(a) according to a third embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
C-C of FIG. 3(a) according to the third embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view taken along the line
B-B of FIG. 8(a) according to a fourth embodiment
of the present invention.
FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a part of a front view
of a radiator according to the fourth embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 17 is a perspective view illustrating the semi-
conductor device using the radiator according to the
present invention.
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FIG. 18 is a top view illustrating the semiconductor
device using the radiator according to the present
invention.
FIG. 19 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
D-D of FIG. 18 in the semiconductor device using
the radiator according to the present invention.

Description of Embodiments

[0014] The embodiment relates to a radiator for effi-
ciently radiating a heat radiated from a heater element
used in, for example, a power converting device. The
heater element includes, for example, a diode of a con-
verter part that converts an AC into a DC in a power
converting device, a bipolar transistor of an inverter part
that converts the DC into the AC, and an IGBT, a MOS-
FET, or a GTO as a switching element. The present in-
vention is not limited to this embodiment.
[0015] FIG. 1 is a top view illustrating a semiconductor
device using a radiator according to this embodiment,
and FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line
A-A of FIG. 1. Referring to FIG. 2, a lead frame 7 is joined
to one surface of a radiation fin support base 1 through
an insulating resin sheet 10, and the lead frame 7 and
the radiation fin support base 1 are electrically insulated
from each other. The lead frame 7 is soldered to a heater
element 9 with a metal wire. Also, in order to efficiently
radiate a heat from the heater element 9, the lead frame
7, the radiation fin support base 1, and radiation fins 4
are formed of a member made of copper or aluminum
which is high in thermal conductivity.
[0016] Further, a mold resin 6 covers the heater ele-
ment 9, the lead frame 7, and a metal wire 8, and elec-
trically insulates those respective members from the ex-
ternal. Also, in order to provide an insulation property and
a high conductivity, the insulating resin sheet 10 is made
of epoxy resin mixed with a filler made of silicon or boron
nitride particles. It is preferable that the coefficient of lin-
ear thermal expansion of the insulating resin sheet 10 is
smaller than the coefficient of linear thermal expansion
of the radiation fin support base 1.
[0017] Also, the other surface of the radiation fin sup-
port base 1 is formed with plural parallel fin grooves 2,
and the radiation fins 4 are installed in the fin grooves 2.

First Embodiment

[0018] FIG. 3 is a front view illustrating a radiator ac-
cording to a first embodiment not part of the present in-
vention. FIG. 3(a) is a diagram illustrating a state in which
one of the radiation fins 4 is installed in each of the plural
parallel fin grooves 2 formed in the radiation fin support
base 1. Also, a first projection 3 having a predetermined
height is exposed from a bottom surface of each fin
groove 2. In this example, the height of the first projection
3 is configured to be lower than an upper end of each fin
groove 2. For that reason, even in a state where the ra-
diation fins 4 is inclined obliquely with respect to a height

direction of the fin grooves 2, the radiation fins 4 can be
inserted into the fin grooves 2 without any interference
with the fin grooves 2 or the first projections 3. This makes
it easy to insert the radiation fins 4 in a process of man-
ufacturing the radiator.
[0019] FIG. 3(b) is a diagram illustrating a state in which
the first projections 3 are tilted toward the radiation fins
4 side by press work, and each of the radiation fins 4 is
swaged between a top of the first projection 3 and a side
surface of the fin groove 2. FIG. 4 is a perspective view
of the radiation fin support base 1, the fin groove 2, and
the first projection 3. In the first embodiment, each of the
fin grooves 2 is formed in a cuboidal shape. Also, each
of the first projections 3 is formed from the bottom of each
fin groove 2 in a cuboidal shape.
[0020] FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along a
line B-B of FIG. 3(a), and FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view
taken along a line C-C of FIG. 3(a). As illustrated in those
drawings, in the first embodiment, a longitudinal length
of the first projections 3 and a longitudinal length of the
fin grooves 2 are identical with a longitudinal length of
the radiation fin support base 1.
[0021] It is desirable that a method of manufacturing
the radiator according to the first embodiment includes
the following manufacturing processes. That is, the meth-
od undergoes a process of forming the plural parallel fin
grooves 2 to one surface of the radiation fin support base
1, the first projections 3 within the respective fin grooves
2 through the die cast molding or the extrusion molding
at the same time. Then, the method undergoes a process
of installing one radiation fin 4 in each of the fin grooves
2. Thereafter, the method undergoes a process of insert-
ing a press blade 5 between one side surface of the fin
groove 2 where the radiation fin 4 is not installed and the
first projection 3 and weighting the press blade 5 by a
press machine, thereby tilting the first projection 3 toward
the radiation fin 4 side, and pushing the top of the first
projection 3 against one side surface of the radiation fin
4 to swage the radiation fin. Accordingly, the radiation fin
4 is fixed between the side surface of the fin groove 2
and the top of the first projection 3.
[0022] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a process of tilting
the first projections 3 by using the press blade 5 among
the above processes. In this example, in order to easily
inserting the press blade 5 between the first projection 3
and the fin groove 2, it is desirable that the tip of the press
blade 5 is shaped so that a width of the press blade 5 is
narrowed toward the tip thereof as illustrated in FIG. 7.
Also, in order to make it hard to break the press blade 5,
and in order to increase a press blade angle, it is desirable
to partially flatten the tip of the press blade 5. From the
above viewpoints, it is desirable that the press blade 5
is trapezoidally shaped so that the width of the press
blade 5 is narrowed toward the tip thereof.
[0023] As illustrated in FIG. 7(a), the press blade 5 (or
a swaging jig) is inserted between one side surface of
the fin groove 2 where the radiation fin 4 is not installed
and the first projection 3, and the first projection 3 is tilted
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toward the radiation fin 4 side. More specifically, as illus-
trated in FIG. 7(b), the press blade 5 is inserted between
one side surface of the fin groove 2 where the radiation
fin 4 is not installed and the first projection 3, and then
pressed by the press machine. In this example, because
the first projections 3 are made of metal large in plasticity
such as copper or aluminum, each of the first projections
3 is deformed by pressing through the press machine,
and tilted toward the radiation fin 4 side according to the
shape of the tip of the press blade 5. Thereafter, the tip
of the press blade 5 is abutted against a lower end of the
fin groove 2, and stops. With this operation, the top of
the first projection 3 presses the radiation fin 4 toward
the side surface of the fin groove 2. For that reason, as
illustrated in FIG. 7(b), the radiation fin 4 is swaged be-
tween the top of the first projection 3 and the side surface
of the fin groove 2.
[0024] Through the above processes, there can be ob-
tained a radiation fin attaching structure having high ad-
hesion between the radiation fins 4 and the side surfaces
of the fin grooves 2. As a result, because large contact
areas of the radiation fins 4 with the fin grooves 2 can be
ensured, the thermal resistance between the radiation
fins and the radiation fin support base can be reduced,
thereby enhancing the radiation effect.
[0025] Also, in this situation, as illustrated in FIG. 7(c),
the top of the first projection 3 is dug into the side surface
of the radiation fin 4 while maintaining an uprightness of
the radiation fin 4. The shape of the tip of the press blade
5 and the amount of stroke of the press blade are deter-
mined in advance so that a depression 13 can be formed
to the side surface of the radiation fin 4. This makes it
possible to easily manage the amount of tilt of the first
projection 3 by the amount of stroke of the press blade
5. Further, it can be easily determined whether the press
work has been normally conducted, or not, by visually
inspecting the side surface of the radiation fin 4.
[0026] The press weight exerted on the press blade 5
when tilting the first projection 3 is a sum of a force com-
ponent in a direction along which the press blade 5 is
advanced and a force component in a perpendicular di-
rection, that is, in a direction of widening a width between
the first projection 3 and the fin groove 2. In this case, if
an angle of the tip of the press blade 5 to the direction
along which the press blade 5 is advanced is obtuse (that
is, (force component in the direction along which the
press blade 5 is advanced) < (force component in the
perpendicular direction)), there has been generally
known that the first projections 3 is not tilted from an
interface thereof with the radiation fin support base 1, but
is deformed toward the radiation fin 4 side from, for ex-
ample, the tip portion of the first projection 3, that is, buck-
ling distortion. If the first projection 3 performs buckling
distortion, because the amount of widening of the width
between the fin groove 2 and the first projection 3 is re-
duced, there is a risk that the radiation fin 4 is not normally
swaged.
[0027] Under the circumstances, the first projection 3

can be formed in a trapezoidal shape so that the width
thereof is increased more from the top toward the bottom.
With this configuration, even if the position of the press
blade 5 is slightly displaced from between the fin groove
2 and the first projection 3 when the press blade 5 is
inserted into the fin groove 2, the first projection 3 can
be prevented from performing buckling distortion. As a
result, the amount of widening of the width between the
fin groove 2 and the first projection 3 can been ensured,
and the radiation fin 4 can be normally swaged.
[0028] With the above configuration, according to the
first embodiment, the press blade 5 (or a swaging jig) is
inserted between a side surface of the fin groove 2 where
the radiation fin 4 is not installed and the first projection
3, and the first projection 3 is tilted toward the radiation
fin 4 side. As a result, the radiation fin 4 is swaged be-
tween the top of the first projection 3 and the side surface
of the fin groove 2. With this configuration, there can be
obtained a radiation fin attaching structure improved in
the adhesion of the radiation fins 4 and the side surfaces
of the fin grooves 2. As a result, because large contact
areas of the radiation fins with the fin grooves can be
ensured, the thermal resistance between the radiation
fins and the radiation fin support base can be reduced,
thereby enhancing the radiation effect.

Second Embodiment

[0029] FIG. 8 is a front view illustrating a radiator ac-
cording to a second embodiment not part of the present
invention. The same configurations as those in FIG. 3
are denoted by identical symbols, and their description
will be omitted. Differences from the first embodiment
reside in that two radiation fins are installed in one fin
groove and in the shape of the projections.
[0030] FIG. 8(a) is a diagram illustrating a state in which
two radiation fins 4 are installed in each of the plural par-
allel fin grooves 2 formed in the radiation fin support base
1. Also, a biforked second projection 11 having a prede-
termined height is exposed from the bottom surface of
each fin groove 2 substantially in the center thereof. This
embodiment is identical with the first embodiment in that
the height of the second projection 11 is configured to be
lower than the upper end of each fin groove 2.
[0031] Also, FIG. 8(b) is a diagram illustrating a state
in which a width of a recess of the biforked tip of the
second projection 11 is widened by the press work, and
the radiation fin 4 is swaged between the top of the sec-
ond projection 11 and the side surface of the fin groove
2. FIG. 9 is a perspective view of the second projection
11. In FIG. 9, each shape of the biforked tip portion of
the second projection 11 is shaped into such a trapezoid
that the width thereof is increased from the top of the
second projection 11 toward the bottom. Alternatively,
as in the first embodiment, each shape of the biforked
tip portion of the second projection 11 may be rectangu-
lar.
[0032] FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view taken along a
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line B-B of FIG. 8(a), and FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional
view taken along a line C-C of FIG. 8(a). The same con-
figurations as those in FIGS. 5 and 6 are denoted by
identical symbols, and their description will be omitted.
From both drawings, in the second embodiment, the re-
spective lengths of the second projections 11 and the fin
grooves 2 in a longitudinal direction of the grooves are
identical with the length of the radiation fin support base
1 in the longitudinal direction of the grooves.
[0033] It is desirable that a method of manufacturing
the radiator according to the second embodiment in-
cludes the following manufacturing processes. That is,
the method undergoes a process of forming the plural
parallel fin grooves 2 on one surface of the radiation fin
support base 1, and at the same time, forming the second
projections 11 within the respective fin grooves 2 so that
the tips thereof are biforked. In this example, the radiation
fin support base 1, the fin grooves 2, and the second
projection 11 are each formed by the die cast molding or
the extrusion molding as in the first embodiment. Then,
the method undergoes a process of installing two radia-
tion fins in each of the fin grooves 2. Thereafter, the meth-
od undergoes a process of inserting the press blade 5
into the recess of the biforked tip of each second projec-
tion 11, and weighting the press blade 5 by the press
machine, thereby pushing the top of the second projec-
tion 11 against one side surface of each radiation fin 4
to swage the radiation fin. Accordingly, each radiation fin
4 is fixed between the side surface of the fin groove 2
and the top of the second projection 11. With the above
manufacturing method, in order to fix two radiation fins,
only one recess of the tip of the second projection 11
needs to be swaged by the press blade 4 (or swage jig).
Therefore, as compared with the conventional art, the
number of press blades used in the process of manufac-
turing the radiator can be reduced. As a result, since the
weight when conducting the press work can be reduced,
the press machine can be downsized.
[0034] FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating a process of
widening the biforked tip of each second projection 11
by using the press blade 5 among the above processes.
The same configurations as those in FIG. 7 are denoted
by identical symbols, and their description will be omitted.
As illustrated in FIG. 12(a), the press blade 5 (or the swag-
ing jig) is inserted into a recess of the biforked tip of the
second projection 11. Thereafter, the press blade 5 is
further weighted, and advanced until the press blade 5
is abutted against the bottom of the biforked tip of the
second projection 11. In this example, because the sec-
ond projections 11 are made of metal large in plasticity
such as copper or aluminum as with the first projections
3, each of the second projections 11 is deformed, and
as illustrated in FIG. 12(b), the width of the tip of the
second projection 11 is widened according to the shape
of the tip of the press blade 5. As a result, because one
top of the biforked second projection 11 pushes the ra-
diation fin 4 against the side surface of the fin groove 2,
the radiation fin 4 is swaged between the top of the first

projection 3 and the side surface of the fin groove 2. With
the above configuration, there can be obtained a radia-
tion fin attaching structure improved in the adhesion of
the radiation fins 4 and the side surfaces of the fin grooves
2. As a result, because large contact areas of the radia-
tion fins 4 with the fin grooves 2 can be ensured, the
thermal resistance between the radiation fins and the ra-
diation fin support base can be reduced, thereby enhanc-
ing the radiation effect.
[0035] Also, as described above, when the tip of the
press blade 5 is abutted against a bottom of the biforked
tip of the second projection 11 and stops, as illustrated
in FIG. 12(c), the top of the second projection 11 is dug
into the side surface of the radiation fin 4 while maintain-
ing an uprightness of the radiation fin 4. The shape of
the tip of the press blade 5 and the amount of stroke of
the press blade are determined in advance so that the
depression 13 can be formed to the side surface of the
radiation fin 4. This makes it possible to easily manage
the amount of widening of the width of the biforked tip of
the second projection 11 by the amount of stroke of the
press blade 5. Further, it can be easily determined wheth-
er the press work has been normally conducted, or not,
by visually inspecting the side surface of the radiation fin
4.
[0036] With the above configuration, according to the
second embodiment, the press blade 5 (or the swaging
jig) is inserted into the recess of the biforked tip of the
second projection 11, and the width of the tip of the sec-
ond projection 11 is widened so that one top of the bi-
forked second projection 11 pushes the radiation fin 4
against the side surface of the fin groove 2. Therefore,
the radiation fin 4 is swaged between the top of the first
projection 3 and the side surface of the fin groove 2. With
this configuration, there can be obtained a radiation fin
attaching structure improved in the adhesion of the radi-
ation fins 4 and the side surfaces of the fin grooves 2. As
a result, because large contact areas of the radiation fins
4 with the fin grooves 2 can be ensured, the thermal re-
sistance between the radiation fins and the radiation fin
support base can be reduced, thereby enhancing the ra-
diation effect.
[0037] Further, when the above two radiation fins 4 are
swaged between the tops of the second projection 11
and the side surfaces of the fin groove 2, only one portion
of the recess of the biforked tip of the second projection
11 needs to be swaged by the press blade 4 (or the swage
jig). As a result, as compared with the conventional art,
the number of press blades used in the process of man-
ufacturing the radiator can be reduced. As a result, since
the weight when conducting the press work can be re-
duced, the press machine can be downsized.
[0038] In the second embodiment, the biforked tip is
used as the second projection 11, but instead of the
above configuration, two of the first projections 3 used in
the first embodiment may be arranged substantially at
the center of the fin groove 3.
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Third Embodiment

[0039] In the first embodiment and the second embod-
iment, the respective lengths of the first projections 3,
the second projections 11, and the fin grooves 2 in the
longitudinal direction of the grooves are identical with the
length of the radiation fin support base 1 in the longitu-
dinal direction of the grooves, and the respective mem-
bers are successively formed. In a third embodiment, for
example, the first projections 3 and the fin grooves 2 in
the first embodiment are divided in the longitudinal direc-
tion of the grooves, and the divided first projections 3 and
the divided fin grooves 2 each having the same length
are paired.
[0040] FIG. 13 is a cross-sectional view taken along a
line B-B of FIG. 3(a), and FIG. 14 is a cross-sectional
view taken along a line C-C of FIG. 3(a). The same con-
figurations as those in FIGS. 5 and 6 are indicated by
identical symbols, and their description will be omitted.
From those drawings, in the third embodiment, the first
projections 3 and the fin grooves 2 are each divided into
two pieces in the longitudinal direction of the grooves,
and the divided first projections 3 and the divided fin
grooves 2 each having the same length are paired with
each other.
[0041] In the third embodiment, if the first projections
3 and the fin grooves 2 are formed by die cast molding,
the divided surfaces of the first projections 3 and the fin
grooves 2 are formed by a die as with the first projections
3 and the fin grooves 2. On the other hand, when the first
projections 3 and the fin grooves 2 are formed by the
extrusion molding, the divided surfaces are formed by a
cutting work after molding.
[0042] Particularly under an environment in which an
ambient temperature is extremely low, a stress is applied
to a contact surface of each radiation fin 4 and the side
surface of each fin groove 2 and a contact surface of
each radiation fin 4 and the top of each first projection 3
due to respective linear expansion differences of the fin
grooves 2, the first projections 3, and the radiation fins
4. In particular, when the lengths of the fin grooves 2 and
the first projections 3 are long as in the first embodiment
and the second embodiment, because an absolute value
of expansion and contraction amount becomes large, the
stress is increased. As a result, the fin grooves 2, the first
projections 3, or the radiation fins 4 are deformed, and
the contact surface of each radiation fin 4 and the side
surface of each fin groove 2 and the contact surface of
each radiation fin 4 and the top of each first projection 3
become smaller in contact area. This makes a thermal
resistance between the radiation fins 4 and the fin
grooves 2 larger, resulting in a risk that the radiation effect
is deteriorated.
[0043] On the other hand, in the third embodiment,
each of the fin groove 2 and the first projection 3 is divided
into two pieces in the longitudinal direction of the groove
whereby a length of each of the fin groove and the pro-
jection is shortened. As a result, the respective expansion

and contraction amounts can be reduced to decrease
the absolute value of the stress. With the above config-
uration, even in an environment where the ambient tem-
perature is extremely low, the large contact areas of the
contact surface of each radiation fin 4 and the side sur-
face of each fin groove 2 and the contact surface of each
radiation fin 4 and the top of each first projection 3 can
be ensured. This makes it possible to prevent the thermal
resistance between the radiation fins 4 and the fin
grooves 2 under the above environment from increasing.
[0044] Further, when the first projection 3 is divided
into two pieces, because the weight necessary when sub-
jecting the first projections 3 to the press work becomes
small as described above, the press weight can be further
reduced.
[0045] With the above configuration, according to the
third embodiment, when the fin grooves 2 and the first
projections 3 are each divided into two pieces in the lon-
gitudinal direction of the grooves, the respective expan-
sion and contraction amounts of the fin grooves 2 and
the first projections 3 can be reduced even in the envi-
ronment where the ambient temperature is extremely
low. Also, the large contact areas of the contact surface
of each radiation fin 4 and the side surface of each fin
groove 2 and the contact surface of each radiation fin 4
and the top of each first projection 3 can be ensured. For
that reason, the thermal resistance between the radiation
fins 4 and the fin grooves 2 under the above environment
can be prevented from increasing.

Fourth Embodiment

[0046] In the third embodiment, the fin grooves 2 and
the first projections 3 are each divided into two pieces in
the longitudinal direction of the grooves. However, each
of the fin grooves 2 and the first projections 3 can be
divided into, for example, three pieces in the longitudinal
direction of the grooves. Further, the respective lengths
of the divided fin grooves and projections can be
changed.
[0047] FIG. 15 is a cross-sectional view taken along
the line B-B of FIG. 8(a), and FIG. 16 is a diagram illus-
trating a part of a front view of a radiator according to the
fourth embodiment. The same configurations as those in
FIGS. 8 and 12 are indicated by identical symbols, and
their description will be omitted. From FIG. 15, in the
fourth embodiment, the fin grooves 2 are each divided
into three pieces in the longitudinal direction of the
grooves. The second projections 11 having the same
length as that of the fin grooves arranged at both ends
of the radiation fin support base 1 among the divided fin
grooves 2 is paired with those fin grooves. Also, a third
projection 12 having the same length as that of the fin
groove 2 arranged at the center of the radiation fin sup-
port base 1 among the divided fin grooves 2 is paired
with the fin groove 2. Further, the third projection 12 is
higher in height than the second projections 11. As a
result, as illustrated in FIG. 16, each radiation fin 4 is
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fixed by projections different in height such as the second
projections 11 and the third projection 12.
[0048] In this example, when the radiation fin 4 is in-
serted between the fin groove 2 and the second projec-
tion 11 and the top of the second projection 11 is press-
weighted, the amount of widening of the width of the re-
cess formed to the tip of the second projection 11 is
changed due to warpage or dimensional variation of the
radiation fin support base 1 or displacement of the press
blade. For example, if the amount of widening of the width
of the tip of the second projection 11 is large, the radiation
fin 4 will be deformed into a shape like a hiragana "ku"
toward the second projection 11 side with the top of the
second projection 11 as a base point. As a result, be-
cause the contact area of the side surface of the radiation
fin 4 and the side surface of the fin groove 2 is reduced,
the thermal resistance between the radiation fin 4 and
the fin groove 2 becomes large, resulting in a risk that
the radiation effect is deteriorated.
[0049] On the other hand, in the fourth embodiment,
the heights of those three fin grooves 2 are identical with
each other. However, the height of the third projection
12 arranged in the center of the radiation fin support base
1 is set to be higher than the height of the second pro-
jections 11 arranged at both ends of the radiation fin sup-
port base 1. The second projections 11 and the third pro-
jection 12 swage the radiation fin 4 at respective different
positions in the height direction of the radiation fin. For
that reason, a stress exerted on the contact surface of
the radiation fin 4 with the projection is dispersed on con-
tact areas thereof with the tops of the second projections
11 and the top of the third projection 12, and the radiation
fin 4 can be prevented from being deformed into the
shape like a hiragana "ku".
[0050] Also, when the radiation fin 4 is inserted be-
tween the second projections 11 and the third projection
12 and the fin grooves 2, after the radiation fin 4 is inserted
between the third projection 12 higher in the height and
the fin groove 2, the radiation fin 4 is inserted between
the second projections 11 lower in the height and the fin
grooves 2. That is, the radiation fins 4 is inserted between
the second projections 11 and the fin grooves 2 in a state
where a backlash is suppressed between the third pro-
jection 12 and the fin groove 2. As a result, the radiation
fin 4 can be easily inserted between the second projec-
tions 11 and the third projection 12 and the fin grooves
2. In particular, when the radiation fin 4 is long, when the
radiation fin 4 is inserted between the second projections
11 and the third projection 12 and the fin grooves 2, the
radiation fin 4 is tilted, thereby making it difficult to insert
the radiation fin 4 between the second projections 11 at
both ends of the radiation fin support base. However,
according to the fourth embodiment, because the pres-
ence of the third projection 12 higher in height can prevent
the radiation fin 4 from being tilted as described above,
the radiation fin 4 can be easily inserted between the
second projections 11 and the third projection 12 and the
fin grooves 2.

[0051] Further, in the process of manufacturing the ra-
diator, after the radiation fins 4 are inserted between the
second projections 11 and the third projection 12 and the
fin grooves 2, the radiator is transported. In this situation,
because the height of the third projection 12 is higher,
the radiation fins 4 can be prevented from being tilted or
falling at the time of transporting the radiator.
[0052] With the above configuration, according to the
fourth embodiment, each of the fin grooves 2 is divided
into three pieces in the longitudinal direction of the
groove, and the second projections 11 lower in the height
having the same length as that of the fin grooves ar-
ranged at both ends of the radiation fin support base 1
among the divided fin grooves 2 is paired with those fin
grooves. Also, the third projection 12 higher in the height
having the same length as that of the fin groove 2 ar-
ranged at the center of the radiation fin support base 1
among the divided fin grooves 2 is paired with the fin
groove 2. As a result, each radiation fin 4 is more surely
fixed by the second projections 11 and the third projection
12 and the fin groove 2.
[0053] One example of a semiconductor device using
the radiator according to the first to fourth embodiments
will be described hereinafter. FIG. 17 is a perspective
view illustrating the semiconductor device, and FIG. 18
is a top view illustrating the semiconductor device. FIG.
19 is a cross-sectional view taken along a line D-D of
FIG. 18. The same configurations as those in FIG. 8 are
indicated by identical symbols, and their description will
be omitted.
[0054] In the semiconductor device, the radiation fin
support base 1 covered with a mold resin 6 at the side
surface and the bottom surface thereof and the radiation
fins 4 are individualized. With this configuration, because
a fin length of the radiation fins 4 can be made longer
than a length of the mold resin 6 in a longitudinal direction
of the radiation fins 4, and a fin pitch between the adjacent
radiation fins can be narrowed, an installation area of the
semiconductor device can be reduced. Also, since a total
of the surface areas of the radiation fins 4 in the semi-
conductor device can be increased, the radiation effect
can be enlarged. As a result, for example, an element
that is small in an absolute maximum rating of a junction
temperature can be selected as the heater element 9,
thereby making it possible to downsize the heater ele-
ment and reduce the costs.
[0055] Also, the side surface and the bottom surface
of the radiation fin support base 1 are covered with the
mold resin 6. The radiation fin support base 1 is formed
by the die cast molding or the extrusion molding as de-
scribed above, and therefore the radiation fin support
base 1 may be warped or swelled. In addition, the radi-
ation fin support base 1 may be expanded and further
deformed due to a change in the ambient temperature.
For the above reasons, there is a risk that a force for
pressing the radiation fins 4 toward the fin grooves 2 is
decreased, and the thermal resistance between the ra-
diation fins 4 and the fin grooves 2 is increased to dete-
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riorate the radiation property.
[0056] On the other hand, the side surface and the bot-
tom surface of the radiation fin support base 1 are cov-
ered with the mold resin 6. Therefore, the side surface
and the bottom surface of the radiation fin support base
1 can be held so as to prevent the radiation fin support
base 1 from being expanded and deformed. As a result,
the force for pressing the radiation fins 4 toward the fin
grooves 2 can be prevented from being decreased, and
the radiation property can be prevented from being de-
teriorated.

Reference Signs List

[0057]

1 radiation fin support base
2 fin groove
3 first projection
4 radiation fin
5 press blade
9 heater element
11 second projection
12 third projection

Claims

1. A radiator comprising:

a plurality of radiation fins (4); and
a radiation fin support base (1) having a heater
element mounted to one surface thereof and a
plurality of parallel fin grooves (2), to which the
radiation fins are installed, and a projection (11,
12), which exposes from a bottom surface of the
fin groove (2) by a predetermined height and is
configured to fix the radiation fin (4), formed to
the other surface thereof,
wherein the fin groove (2) and the projection (11,
12) are each divided in a plurality of pieces in a
longitudinal direction of the fin groove (2), and
each of the divided fin grooves and each of the
divided projections (11, 12) have a same length
in the longitudinal direction of the fin groove (2)
and are paired with each other,
characterized in that
a top of the projection is pushing one side sur-
face of the radiation fin (4) to push the other side
surface of the radiation fin (4) toward a side sur-
face of the fin groove (2), thereby fixing the ra-
diation fin (4) between the top of the projection
(11, 12) and the side surface of the fin groove (2),
and in that the projection (11, 12) is divided into
three pieces, and
wherein, among the divided projections (11, 12),
a height of the projection (12) arranged at the
center of the radiation fin support base (1) is

higher than a height of the projections (11) ar-
ranged at both ends of the radiation fin support
base (1).

2. A method of manufacturing a radiator, comprising
the steps of:

forming, to another surface a radiation fin sup-
port base (1) having a heater element (9) mount-
ed to one surface thereof, a plurality of parallel
fin grooves (2) to which radiation fins (4) are in-
stalled and a projection (11, 12) which exposes
from a bottom surface of the fin groove (2) by a
predetermined height and is configured to fix the
radiation fin (4), the fin groove (2) and the pro-
jection (11, 12) formed by dividing each of the
fin groove (2) and the projection (11, 12) into
three pieces in a longitudinal direction of the fin
groove (2) and arranging the divided fin grooves
(2) to be paired with the divided projections (11,
12),
when mounting the radiation fin (4) in the fin
groove (2), inserting the radiation fin between
the divided projections (11, 12) and the divided
fin grooves arranged at both ends of the fin
groove (2), after the radiation fin (4) is inserted
between the divided projection (11, 12) and the
divided fin groove arranged at the center of the
fin groove (2), characterized in that
a height of a divided projection (11, 12) arranged
at the center of the fin groove (2) is formed to
be higher than a height of divided projections
(11, 12) arranged at both ends of the fin groove
(2); and in that the method further comprises
the steps of
abutting a press blade (5) against a top of the
radiation fin, and at the same time, inserting the
press blade (5) between a side surface of the
fin groove where the radiation fin (4) is not in-
stalled and the projection (11, 12); and
swaging the radiation fin (4) by tilting the projec-
tion (11, 12) toward the radiation fin (4) side and
pushing the top of the projection (11, 12) toward
one side surface of the radiation fin (4) by weight-
ing the press blade (5) by a press machine.

Patentansprüche

1. Radiator, umfassend:

eine Vielzahl von Kühlrippen (4); und
eine Kühlrippenstützbasis (1) mit einem Heize-
lement, das an einer ihrer Oberflächen ange-
bracht ist, und einer Vielzahl von parallelen Rip-
pennuten (2), an denen die Kühlrippen ange-
bracht sind, und einem Vorsprung (11, 12), der
von einer Bodenfläche der Rippennuten (2) um
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eine vorbestimmte Höhe vorsteht und dazu ein-
gerichtet ist, die Kühlrippe (4) zu fixieren, die an
der anderen Oberfläche davon ausgebildet sind,
wobei die Rippennut (2) und der Vorsprung (11,
12) jeweils in einer Längsrichtung der Rippennut
(2) in eine Vielzahl von Teilen unterteilt sind und
jede der geteilten Rippennuten und jeder der ge-
teilten Vorsprünge (11, 12) in Längsrichtung der
Rippennut (2) eine gleiche Länge aufweist und
miteinander gepaart sind,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
eine Oberseite des Vorsprungs auf eine Seiten-
fläche der Kühlrippe (4) drückt, um die andere
Seitenfläche der Kühlrippe (4) in Richtung einer
Seitenfläche der Rippennut (2) zu drücken, wo-
durch die Kühlrippe (4) zwischen der Oberseite
des Vorsprungs (11, 12) und der Seitenfläche
der Rippennut (2) fixiert wird,
und dadurch dass der Vorsprung (11, 12) in drei
Teile geteilt ist, und

wobei unter den geteilten Vorsprüngen (11, 12) eine
Höhe des in der Mitte der Kühlrippenstützbasis (1)
angeordneten Vorsprungs (12) höher als eine Höhe
der an beiden Enden der Kühlrippenstützbasis (1)
angeordneten Vorsprünge (11) ist.

2. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Radiators, umfas-
send die Schritte:

Formen an einer anderen Oberfläche eine Kühl-
rippenstützbasis (1) mit einem Heizelement (9),
das an einer Oberfläche davon angebracht ist,
einer Vielzahl von parallelen Rippennuten (2),
an denen die Kühlrippen (4) angebracht sind,
und einem Vorsprung (11, 12), der von einer Bo-
denfläche der Rippennut (2) um eine vorbe-
stimmte Höhe vorsteht und dazu eingerichtet ist,
die Kühlrippen (4), die Rippennut (2) und den
Vorsprung (11, 12), die durch Teilen der Rip-
pennut (2) und des Vorsprungs (11, 12) in einer
Längsrichtung der Rippennut (2) in drei Teile
ausgebildet sind, zu befestigen, und Anordnen
der geteilten Rippennuten (2), um mit den ge-
teilten Vorsprüngen (11, 12) gepaart zu sein,
wenn die Kühlrippe (4) in der Rippennut (2) an-
gebracht wird, Einsetzen der Kühlrippe zwi-
schen den geteilten Vorsprüngen (11, 12) und
den an beiden Enden der Rippennut (2) ange-
ordneten geteilten Rippennuten (2), nachdem
die Kühlrippe (4) zwischen dem geteilten Vor-
sprung (11, 12) und der in der Mitte der Rippen-
nut (2) angeordneten geteilten Rippennut ein-
gesetzt wurde, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass
eine Höhe eines in der Mitte der Rippennut (2)
angeordneten geteilten Vorsprungs (11, 12) hö-
her als eine Höhe der an beiden Enden der Rip-

pennut (2) angeordneten geteilten Vorsprünge
(11, 12) ausgebildet ist; und dass das Verfahren
ferner die Schritte umfasst:

Anlegen einer Pressklinge (5) an einer
Oberseite der Kühlrippe und gleichzeitiges
Einsetzen der Pressklinge (5) zwischen ei-
ner Seitenfläche der Rippennut (2), wo die
Kühlrippe (4) nicht angeordnet ist, und dem
Vorsprung (11, 12); und
Verpressen der Kühlrippe (4) durch Kippen
des Vorsprungs (11, 12) in Richtung der
Seite der Kühlrippe (4) und Drücken der
Oberseite des Vorsprungs (11, 12) in Rich-
tung einer Seitenfläche der Kühlrippe (4),
indem die Pressklinge (5) durch eine Press-
maschine gepresst wird.

Revendications

1. Radiateur comprenant :

une pluralité d’ailettes de rayonnement (4) ; et
une base de support d’ailettes de rayonnement
(1) ayant un élément chauffant monté sur une
surface de celle-ci et une pluralité de gorges
pour ailette parallèles (2), sur lesquelles sont
installées les ailettes de rayonnement, et une
projection (11, 12) qui s’expose à partir d’une
surface inférieure de la gorge pour ailette (2) sur
une hauteur prédéterminée et qui est configurée
pour fixer l’ailette de rayonnement (4), formée
sur l’autre surface de celle-ci,
dans lequel la gorge pour ailette (2) et la projec-
tion (11, 12) sont chacune divisées en une plu-
ralité de parties dans une direction longitudinale
de la gorge pour ailette (2), et chacune des gor-
ges pour ailette divisées et chacune des projec-
tions divisées (11, 12) ont une même longueur
dans la direction longitudinale de la gorge pour
ailette (2) et sont appariées l’une avec l’autre,
caractérisé en ce que
une partie supérieure de la projection pousse
une surface latérale de l’ailette de rayonnement
(4) pour pousser l’autre surface latérale de
l’ailette de rayonnement (4) vers une surface la-
térale de la gorge pour ailette (2), fixant ainsi
l’ailette de rayonnement (4) entre la partie su-
périeure de la projection (11, 12) et la surface
latérale de la gorge pour ailette (2),
et en ce que la projection (11, 12) est divisée
en trois parties, et
dans lequel, parmi les projections divisées (11,
12), une hauteur de la projection (12) agencée
au centre de la base de support d’ailettes de
rayonnement (1) est plus élevée qu’une hauteur
des projections (11) agencées aux deux extré-
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mités de la base de support d’ailettes de rayon-
nement (1).

2. Procédé de fabrication d’un radiateur, comprenant
les étapes de :

formation, sur une autre surface d’une base de
support d’ailettes de rayonnement (1) ayant un
élément chauffant (9) monté sur une surface de
celle-ci, d’une pluralité de gorges pour ailette
parallèles (2) sur lesquelles les ailettes de
rayonnement (4) sont installées et une projec-
tion (11, 12) qui s’expose, à partir d’une surface
inférieure de la gorge pour ailette (2) sur une
hauteur prédéterminée et qui est configurée
pour fixer l’ailette de rayonnement (4), la gorge
pour ailette (2) et la projection (11, 12) formées
en divisant chacune de la gorge pour ailette (2)
et de la projection (11, 12) en trois parties dans
une direction longitudinale de la gorge pour ailet-
te (2) et en agençant les gorges pour ailette di-
visées (2) de sorte à les apparier avec les pro-
jections divisées (11, 12),
lors du montage de l’ailette de rayonnement (4)
dans la gorge pour ailette (2), insertion de l’ailet-
te de rayonnement entre les projections divisées
(11, 12) et les gorges pour ailette divisées agen-
cées aux deux extrémités de la gorge pour ailet-
te (2), une fois que l’ailette de rayonnement (4)
est insérée entre la projection divisée (11, 12)
et la gorge pour ailette divisée agencée au cen-
tre de la gorge pour ailette (2), caractérisé en
ce que
une hauteur d’une projection divisée (11, 12)
agencée au centre de la gorge pour ailette (2)
est formée pour être plus élevée qu’une hauteur
des projections divisées (11, 12) agencées aux
deux extrémités de la gorge pour ailette (2) ; et
en ce que le procédé comprend en outre les
étapes de
mise en butée d’une lame de pression (5) contre
une partie supérieure de l’ailette de rayonne-
ment, et en même temps, insertion de la lame
de pression (5) entre une surface latérale de la
gorge pour ailette où l’ailette de rayonnement
(4) n’est pas installée et la projection (11, 12) ; et
estampage de l’ailette de rayonnement (4) en
inclinant la projection (11, 12) vers le côté de
l’ailette de rayonnement (4) et poussée de la
partie supérieure de la projection (11, 12) vers
une surface latérale de l’ailette de rayonnement
(4) en pesant sur la lame de pression (5) au
moyen d’une presse.
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